
CAGNES-SUR-MER [L-H] - 27 August 
Race 1 - PRIX DOMINIK CORDEAU -  2150m MOBILE E154 RST E Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. ELMAGNIFICO DE LOU - Second beaten 0.75L in two classes higher at this venue. Five from nine from 

behind the mobile and has a 75% strike rate over course and distance. Hard to beat.  

2. DJEMBE DU PONT - Fourth beaten 5.25L at this venue in a lower class. This was an improved effort.  

3. DROLE DE MEC - Only recent form was a sixth in a claimer at Enghien. Needs a lot more.  

4. ELAN D'HARCOUEL - Third beaten 1.75L at Divonne in a lower class. Placed at this level prior and goes 

well from behind the mobile.  

5. ELECTRA WIND - Fifth beaten 3.5L at this venue four days ago. That was a return to form and interesting 

backing up so quickly.  

6. ELLINGTON DREAM - Sixth beaten 6.25L here in a higher class eight days ago.. Interesting down a level.  

7. COPAIN MALOUIN - Fourth beaten 3.5L at Carpentras in this class. In form and needs considering.  

8. ETIENOS DE CHENOU - Eighth beaten 3.25L in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri. Big class drop and 

cannot be ruled out.  

9. N.Y. COEURDESOLEIL - DQ in a lower class and not an obvious winner.  

10. DOCKER DU DIGEON - Second beaten 4L here in a lower class. Going well enough and could place.  

11. ELAN DU ROCHER - 4L winner at this venue in a lower class eight days ago. Impressive and worth a try 

up in class.  

Summary: ELMAGNIFICO DE LOU (1) finished runner-up beaten 0.75L in a higher class at this venue 
recently. Holds a 55% strike rate from behind the mobile and 75% over course and distance. Will be hard to 
beat. ELAN D'HARCOUEL (4) was third beaten 1.75L in a lower class at Divonnes. Placed at this level the 
time before. Contender. DJEMBE DU PONT (2) showed improved form latest and should be considered for a 
place. ELECTRA WIND (5) finished fifth beaten 3.5L at this venue and holds each way claims. 

Selections 

ELMAGNIFICO DE LOU (1) - ELAN D'HARCOUEL (4) - DJEMBE DU PONT (2) - ELECTRA WIND (5)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE LA MEDITERRANEE -  2700m MOBILE F100 RST E Harness. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. ELLO FOSSAVIE - Fifth beaten 5.25L at Carpentras in a lower class. May need more.  

2. EMIR DE CHENU - Seventh beaten 8L in this class at this venue. Found a weak enough contest.  

3. EMAIL DE L'ITON - Fifth beaten 5.25L here in this class. This is weaker and well worth a try.  

4. FRANKLIN - Seventh beaten 6L at this venue in a higher class. Top claims down in standard.  

5. ZIPOLO - Comes here after two wins and a placing in native Italy. Has found a very nice opening for French 

debut.  

6. FANGIO MADRIK - Back to back seconds including in a higher class two starts back. Big claims.  

7. FLAMENCO - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning here in a higher class by 2.75L. Will be hard to beat.  

Summary: FLAMENCO (7) is dropping down in class after winning at Cagnes-sur-Mer by 2.75L. Looks to be 
going very well and has found a good opening. ZIPOLO (5) is a multiple winner in native Italy who arrives here 
in good form. Key chance. FANGIO MADRIK (6) has produced back to back seconds including in a higher 
class. Solid. FRANKLIN (4) is dropping in standard and could feature. 

Selections 

FLAMENCO (7) - ZIPOLO (5) - FANGIO MADRIK (6) - FRANKLIN (4)  



Race 3 - PRIX DU CONSEIL REGIONAL DE LA TOSCANE -  2700m MOBILE D215 RST E APP Harness. 
Purse EUR €30,000. 

1. DISCO D'OCCAGNES - Held on his last two starts and found the frame once in eleven autostarts. Best 

watched.  

2. CAGNOISE D'AGON - Arrives on a hat-trick after winning a class E walk up at this venue where the second 

and third both re-oppose. Top chance and is effective behind the mobile.  

3. DOLCE D'EBANE - 2.25L third behind behind Cagnoise D'agon here eleven days ago. One to note.  

4. DIVINE MONCEAU - 0.5L third in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri at Grenade twelve days back. 

Goes well behind the mobile. Claims down in standard.  

5. DIAMS DE BASSIERE - Two from three over course and distance and has an excellent record behind the 

mobile. Key chance after back-to-back thirds.  

6. DZAROF DE GUEZ - Remains a maiden after twelve autostarts. Others preferred in this competitive event.  

7. STARO ITALY - Five wins from ten mobile outings. Notable runner if bouncing back from a below par run.  

8. DJANGO DES CHARMES - Good third in this grade from behind the mobile three back but needs to bounce 

back from a pair of disappointing efforts.  

9. DAZZLE JET - Arrives in top form and finished second behind Cagnoise D'agon at this venue recently. 

Respected.  

10. CAP LIGNERIE - Two placings from ten mobile starts. Others hold stronger claims.  

Summary: CAGNOISE D'AGON (2) arrives on a hat-trick after beating DAZZLE JET (9) by 1.75L in a class 
E walk up at this venue recently. The former is just as effective from behind the mobile and holds top claims. 
The latter remains in excellent form and would be dangerous to dismiss. DIAMS DE BASSIERE (5) is two 
from three over course and distance and cannot be ruled out following good back-to-back thirds. STARO 
ITALY (7) has five wins from ten outings behind the mobile. Respected. 

Selections 

CAGNOISE D'AGON (2) - DAZZLE JET (9) - DIAMS DE BASSIERE (5) - STARO ITALY (7)  



Race 4 - PRIX MIROITERIE AURORE -  2700m MOBILE E59 Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. GAOTCHO JIEL - Narrow third in a class D walk up at this venue eighteen days ago. Not discounted from 

a good draw.  

2. GABY STAR - Plenty of solid form at this venue including when a close fourth in a class D walk up eight 

days ago. Unexposed without front shoes.  

3. GOODWOOD SPORT - Held on both outings since resuming. More needed.  

4. GO FAST TEJY - Unplaced in eight mobile starts but was 3L fourth over track and trip 37 days ago. Frame 

contender.  

5. GALAXIE DRY - Capable at this level and has three wins from nine starts behind the mobile. Dangerous if 

bouncing back from a pair of DQ. 

6. GET LUCKY DE CAREL - Best show for some while when 2.5L fifth in a class D at this venue eighteen 

days ago. Frame contender if replicating.  

7. GENTLEMAN LOVER - Mixed form earlier in the campaign but holds each way claims following a short 

break.  

8. GOLD DE LA COTE - Sole mobile placing came when runner up over track and trip two starts ago. In the 

mix if replicating.  

9. GO TO AMERICA - Found the frame on her last five starts including when second in a course and distance 

class E mobile event two back. Leading player.  

10. GLOIRE DE MAX - Two wins and a second from her last three starts including a lower grade mobile 

success over course and distance a week ago. Key chance.  

Summary: GO TO AMERICA (9) has filled the placings on her last five starts including when second in a 
course and distance class E mobile event two back. Leading contender at this suitable level. GLOIRE DE 
MAX (10) arrives in excellent form following two wins and a second from her last three starts including a lower 
grade mobile success over track and trip last start. Key player. GABY STAR (2) goes well at this level and 
remains open to improvement in this shoeing combination. In the mix. GALAXIE DRY (5) has plenty of solid 
course form and completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

GO TO AMERICA (9) - GLOIRE DE MAX (10) - GABY STAR (2) - GALAXIE DRY (5)  



Race 5 - PRIX BOLD EAGLE -  2150m MOBILE F35 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. GIOTTA BUISSONAY - Five DQ from last six outings. Opposed.  

2. GLINKA FAFA - Mixed form around this grade of late. Could find the frame on best figures.  

3. GOLDWYN DU BOCAGE - Struggling to find the finish of late. Risks attached.  

4. GARVALA ACE - 48 race maiden who has little form to suggest that will change here. Look elsewhere.  

5. GRANDIOSE IDEF - 23 race maiden but has pieces of form that could see her involved at this level. Outside 

place claims.  

6. GITANE DE LA DIVES - 8.25L third in a class F mobile race at Beaumont-de-Lomagne eleven days ago. 

Claims in first-time pads.  

7. GARANCE DE FAVEROL - All form has come in mounted races thus far. Best watched back in a driven 

event.  

8. GRAPPA DE BRY - 2.5L fifth in a higher grade two back and would be thereabouts if bouncing back from 

a below par effort at this venue.  

Summary: A low grade event where the market can guide. GITANE DE LA DIVES (6) produced a 8.25L third 
in a class F mobile race at Beaumont-de-Lomagne eleven days ago. Strong claims with more to offer in first-
time pads. GRAPPA DE BRY (8) was a good 2.5L fifth in a higher grade two back. Key chance if bouncing 
back from a below par effort at this venue. GLINKA FAFA (2) and GRANDIOSE IDEF (5) are a pair for the 
exotics. 

Selections 

GITANE DE LA DIVES (6) - GRAPPA DE BRY (8) - GLINKA FAFA (2) - GRANDIOSE IDEF (5)  



Race 6 - PRIX DU SUD-EST -  2925m WALK-UP E21 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. HEDWIGE - Better effort when 0.75L third at this venue in an easier class. May need a touch more to win.  

2. HISTOIRE DE COEUR - Bounced back from two DQ with a 0.25L second at this venue. Top three reoppose. 

3. HERBA DE BRY - Chases a hat-trick after two good wins at this track. Hard to fault and takes well-deserved 

step up in grade. 

4. HOPEFUL LADY - Consistent performer in these kind of races. Last seen finishing 1.25L fourth at this 

venue and top three re-oppose. 

5. HASTA LA VISTA - May struggle compared to rivals in the race. Four DQs from last six. 

6. HALIZA - Useful 0.75L third at La Capelle two back before a below-par eleventh. More needed. 

7. HOKAVONGA - Chasing a double after 0.25L success at this venue. Rivals re-oppose and can uphold the 

form.  

Summary: HERBA DE BRY (3) is chasing a hat-trick and caught the eye when scoring by 0.25L at this venue 
in a lower grade latest. Hitting best form and can play a major role. HOKAVONGA (7) had HISTOIRE DE 
COEUR (2) and HEDWIGE (1) behind her when winning at this venue. Can uphold the form. The second and 
third-placed fillies are likely to feature in the finish if replicating similar efforts. 

Selections 

HERBA DE BRY (3) - HOKAVONGA (7) - HISTOIRE DE COEUR (2) - HEDWIGE (1)  



Race 7 - GRAND PRIX DE LA VOIX -  2150m MOBILE G2 Harness. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. I AM VERY NICE - Improved effort second-up when fourth at Cagnes Sur Mer in higher grade. May prefer 

easier rivals. 

2. ICARE DU DOLLAR - Yet to place in three completions. Had two subsequent winners ahead of him when 

fourth at this track latest. 

3. IT'S DE TILLARD - Struggled on three career starts and needs more. 

4. IZAAK DE BIEVRE - DQ four times from five career starts and needs to complete reliably. 

5. ILLICO MARANCOURT - Yet to feature in six starts and needs more. 

6. ICARE PLANCHETTE - DQ on two career starts. Needs a completion. 

7. I CALL IT LOVE - More experience than other rivals and produced a fair effort when 2.75L fifth three back 

at Avignon. Place chance. 

8. INGLORIOUS CARLESS - Solid fifth on racecourse debut at this venue and drops in grade. Progression 

expected. 

9. INTERMEDE DU RIL - First race starter by Ganymede. Watch market for best guide. 

Summary: INGLORIOUS CARLESS (8) produced a pleasing start to his career when fifth at this venue and 
is expected to improve for the experience. Takes on easier competition. I AM VERY NICE (1) demonstrated 
progression from debut to finish fourth at Cagnes Sur Mer against tougher rivals. Can continue to make 
headway. ICARE DU DOLLAR (2) finished fourth at this track latest. Had two subsequent winners ahead of 
him. Contender. I CALL IT LOVE (7) could sneak into the frame. More experience than rest of the field. 

Selections 

INGLORIOUS CARLESS (8) - I AM VERY NICE (1) - ICARE DU DOLLAR (2) - I CALL IT LOVE (7) 

 


